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Summary. Two classes of bijections of its point universe are correlated with every
affine structure. The first class consists of the transformations, called formal isometries, which
map every segment onto congruent segment, the second class consists of the automorphisms
of such a structure. Each of these two classes of bijections forms a group for a given affine
structure, if it satisfies a very weak axiom system (models of these axioms are called con-
gruence spaces); formal isometries form a normal subgroup in the group of automorphism.
In particular ordered affine spaces and affine spaces are congruence spaces; therefore formal
isometries of these structures can be considered. They are called positive dilatations and di-
latations, resp. For convenience the class of negative dilatations, transformations which map
every “vector” onto parallel “vector”, but with opposite sense, is singled out. The class of
translations is distinguished as well. Basic facts concerning all these types of transformations
are established, like rigidity, decomposition principle, introductory group-theoretical proper-
ties. At the end collineations of affine spaces and their properties are investigated; for affine
planes it is proved that the class of collineations coincides with the class of bijections preserv-
ing lines.

MML Identifier: TRANSGEO.

WWW: http://mizar.org/JFM/Vol2/transgeo.html

The articles [8], [4], [9], [11], [1], [10], [5], [6], [3], [2], and [7] provide the notation and terminol-
ogy for this paper.

We adopt the following rules:A denotes a non empty set,a, b, x, y, z, t denote elements ofA,
and f , g, h denote permutations ofA.

Let A be a set and letf , g be permutations ofA. Theng· f is a permutation ofA.
Next we state two propositions:

(2)1 There existsx such thatf (x) = y.

(4)2 f (x) = y iff f−1(y) = x.

Let us considerA, f , g. The functorf \g yields a permutation ofA and is defined as follows:

(Def. 1) f \g = g· f ·g−1.

The schemeEXPermutationdeals with a non empty setA and a binary predicateP , and states
that:

There exists a permutationf of A such that for all elementsx, y of A holds f (x) = y
iff P [x,y]

1Supported by RPBP.III-24.C2.
1 The proposition (1) has been removed.
2 The proposition (3) has been removed.

1 c© Association of Mizar Users
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provided the parameters satisfy the following conditions:
• For every elementx of A there exists an elementy of A such thatP [x,y],
• For every elementy of A there exists an elementx of A such thatP [x,y],
• For all elementsx, y, x′ of A such thatP [x,y] andP [x′,y] holdsx = x′, and
• For all elementsx, y, y′ of A such thatP [x,y] andP [x,y′] holdsy = y′.

One can prove the following propositions:

(9)3 f ( f−1(x)) = x and f−1( f (x)) = x.

(11)4 f · idA = idA · f .

(13)5 If g· f = h· f or f ·g = f ·h, theng = h.

(16)6 f ·g\h = ( f \h) · (g\h).

(17) f−1\g = ( f \g)−1.

(18) f \g·h = f \h\g.

(19) idA\ f = idA.

(20) f \ idA = f .

(21) If f (a) = a, then( f \g)(g(a)) = g(a).

In the sequelR is a binary relation on[:A, A:].
Let us considerA, f , R. We say thatf is a formal isometry ofR if and only if:

(Def. 2) For allx, y holds〈〈〈〈x, y〉〉, 〈〈 f (x), f (y)〉〉〉〉 ∈ R.

We now state four propositions:

(23)7 If R is reflexive in[:A, A:], then idA is a formal isometry ofR.

(24) If R is symmetric in[:A, A:] and f is a formal isometry ofR, then f−1 is a formal isometry
of R.

(25) SupposeR is transitive in[:A, A:] and f is a formal isometry ofRandg is a formal isometry
of R. Then f ·g is a formal isometry ofR.

(26) Suppose that

(i) for all a, b, x, y, z, t such that〈〈〈〈x, y〉〉, 〈〈a, b〉〉〉〉 ∈ R and〈〈〈〈a, b〉〉, 〈〈z, t〉〉〉〉 ∈ R anda 6= b holds
〈〈〈〈x, y〉〉, 〈〈z, t〉〉〉〉 ∈ R,

(ii) for all x, y, z holds〈〈〈〈x, x〉〉, 〈〈y, z〉〉〉〉 ∈ R,

(iii) f is a formal isometry ofR, and

(iv) g is a formal isometry ofR.

Then f ·g is a formal isometry ofR.

Let us considerA, let us considerf , and let us considerR. We say thatf is an automorphism of
R if and only if:

(Def. 3) For allx, y, z, t holds〈〈〈〈x, y〉〉, 〈〈z, t〉〉〉〉 ∈ R iff 〈〈〈〈 f (x), f (y)〉〉, 〈〈 f (z), f (t)〉〉〉〉 ∈ R.

The following propositions are true:

3 The propositions (5)–(8) have been removed.
4 The proposition (10) has been removed.
5 The proposition (12) has been removed.
6 The propositions (14) and (15) have been removed.
7 The proposition (22) has been removed.
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(28)8 idA is an automorphism ofR.

(29) If f is an automorphism ofR, then f−1 is an automorphism ofR.

(30) If f is an automorphism ofRandg is an automorphism ofR, theng· f is an automorphism
of R.

(31) If R is symmetric in[:A, A:] and transitive in[:A, A:] and f is a formal isometry ofR, then
f is an automorphism ofR.

(32) Suppose that

(i) for all a, b, x, y, z, t such that〈〈〈〈x, y〉〉, 〈〈a, b〉〉〉〉 ∈ R and〈〈〈〈a, b〉〉, 〈〈z, t〉〉〉〉 ∈ R anda 6= b holds
〈〈〈〈x, y〉〉, 〈〈z, t〉〉〉〉 ∈ R,

(ii) for all x, y, z holds〈〈〈〈x, x〉〉, 〈〈y, z〉〉〉〉 ∈ R,

(iii) R is symmetric in[:A, A:], and

(iv) f is a formal isometry ofR.

Then f is an automorphism ofR.

(33) If f is a formal isometry ofRandg is an automorphism ofR, then f \g is a formal isometry
of R.

In the sequelA1 denotes a non empty affine structure.
Let us considerA1 and let f be a permutation of the carrier ofA1. We say thatf is a dilatation

of A1 if and only if:

(Def. 4) f is a formal isometry of the congruence ofA1.

In the sequela, b denote elements ofA1.
One can prove the following proposition

(35)9 Let f be a permutation of the carrier ofA1. Then f is a dilatation ofA1 if and only if for
all a, b holdsa,b ��‖ f (a), f (b).

Let I1 be a non empty affine structure. We say thatI1 is congruence space-like if and only if the
conditions (Def. 5) are satisfied.

(Def. 5)(i) For all elementsx, y, z, t, a, b of I1 such thatx,y ��‖ a,b anda,b ��‖ z, t anda 6= b holds
x,y ��‖ z, t,

(ii) for all elementsx, y, z of I1 holdsx,x ��‖ y,z,

(iii) for all elementsx, y, z, t of I1 such thatx,y ��‖ z, t holdsz, t ��‖ x,y, and

(iv) for all elementsx, y of I1 holdsx,y ��‖ x,y.

One can verify that there exists a non empty affine structure which is strict and congruence
space-like.

A congruence space is a congruence space-like non empty affine structure.
In the sequelC1 denotes a congruence space.
The following three propositions are true:

(37)10 idthe carrier ofC1 is a dilatation ofC1.

(38) For every permutationf of the carrier ofC1 such thatf is a dilatation ofC1 holds f−1 is a
dilatation ofC1.

(39) Let f , g be permutations of the carrier ofC1. Supposef is a dilatation ofC1 andg is a
dilatation ofC1. Then f ·g is a dilatation ofC1.

8 The proposition (27) has been removed.
9 The proposition (34) has been removed.

10 The proposition (36) has been removed.
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We follow the rules:O1 denotes an ordered affine space anda, b, c, d, p, q, x, y, z denote
elements ofO1.

We now state the proposition

(40) O1 is congruence space-like.

In the sequelf , g are permutations of the carrier ofO1.
Let us considerO1 and let f be a permutation of the carrier ofO1. We say thatf is positive

dilatation if and only if:

(Def. 6) f is a dilatation ofO1.

We introducef is a positive dilatation as a synonym off is positive dilatation.
One can prove the following proposition

(42)11 Let f be a permutation of the carrier ofO1. Then f is a positive dilatation if and only if
for all a, b holdsa,b ��‖ f (a), f (b).

Let us considerO1 and let f be a permutation of the carrier ofO1. We say thatf is negative
dilatation if and only if:

(Def. 7) For alla, b holdsa,b ��‖ f (b), f (a).

We introducef is a negative dilatation as a synonym off is negative dilatation.
Next we state several propositions:

(44)12 idthe carrier ofO1 is a positive dilatation.

(45) For every permutationf of the carrier ofO1 such thatf is a positive dilatation holdsf−1

is a positive dilatation.

(46) Let f , g be permutations of the carrier ofO1. Supposef is a positive dilatation andg is a
positive dilatation. Thenf ·g is a positive dilatation.

(47) There exists nof which is a negative dilatation and a positive dilatation.

(48) If f is a negative dilatation, thenf−1 is a negative dilatation.

(49) Supposef is a positive dilatation andg is a negative dilatation. Thenf · g is a negative
dilatation andg· f is a negative dilatation.

Let us considerO1 and let f be a permutation of the carrier ofO1. We say thatf is dilatation if
and only if:

(Def. 8) f is a formal isometry ofλ(the congruence ofO1).

We introducef is a dilatation as a synonym off is dilatation.
We now state a number of propositions:

(51)13 For every permutationf of the carrier ofO1 holds f is a dilatation iff for alla, b holds
a,b |||| f (a), f (b).

(52) If f is a positive dilatation and a negative dilatation, thenf is a dilatation.

(53) Let f be a permutation of the carrier ofO1. Supposef is a dilatation. Then there exists a
permutationf ′ of the carrier ofΛ(O1) such thatf = f ′ and f ′ is a dilatation ofΛ(O1).

(54) Let f be a permutation of the carrier ofΛ(O1). Supposef is a dilatation ofΛ(O1). Then
there exists a permutationf ′ of the carrier ofO1 such thatf = f ′ and f ′ is a dilatation.

11 The proposition (41) has been removed.
12 The proposition (43) has been removed.
13 The proposition (50) has been removed.
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(55) idthe carrier ofO1 is a dilatation.

(56) If f is a dilatation, thenf−1 is a dilatation.

(57) If f is a dilatation andg is a dilatation, thenf ·g is a dilatation.

(58) If f is a dilatation, then for alla, b, c, d holdsa,b |||| c,d iff f (a), f (b) |||| f (c), f (d).

(59) If f is a dilatation, then for alla, b, c holdsL(a,b,c) iff L( f (a), f (b), f (c)).

(60) If f is a dilatation andL(x, f (x),y), thenL(x, f (x), f (y)).

(61) If a,b |||| c,d, thena,c |||| b,d or there existsx such thatL(a,c,x) andL(b,d,x).

(62) If f is a dilatation, thenf = idthe carrier ofO1 or for everyx holds f (x) 6= x iff for all x, y holds
x, f (x) |||| y, f (y).

(63) If f is a dilatation andf (a) = a and f (b) = b and notL(a,b,x), then f (x) = x.

(64) If f is a dilatation andf (a) = a and f (b) = b anda 6= b, then f = idthe carrier ofO1.

(65) If f is a dilatation andg is a dilatation andf (a) = g(a) and f (b) = g(b), thena = b or
f = g.

Let us considerO1 and let f be a permutation of the carrier ofO1. We say thatf is translation
if and only if:

(Def. 9) f is a dilatation butf = idthe carrier ofO1 or for everya holdsa 6= f (a).

We introducef is a translation as a synonym off is translation.
We now state a number of propositions:

(67)14 If f is a dilatation, thenf is a translation iff for allx, y holdsx, f (x) |||| y, f (y).

(69)15 If f is a translation andg is a translation andf (a) = g(a) and notL(a, f (a),x), then
f (x) = g(x).

(70) If f is a translation andg is a translation andf (a) = g(a), then f = g.

(71) If f is a translation, thenf−1 is a translation.

(72) If f is a translation andg is a translation, thenf ·g is a translation.

(73) If f is a translation, thenf is a positive dilatation.

(74) If f is a dilatation andf (p) = p andp is a midpoint ofq, f (q) and notL(p,q,x), thenp is
a midpoint ofx, f (x).

(75) If f is a dilatation andf (p) = p and p is a midpoint ofq, f (q) andq 6= p, then p is a
midpoint ofx, f (x).

(76) If f is a dilatation andf (p) = p andq 6= p andp is a midpoint ofq, f (q) and notL(p,x,y),
thenx,y ��‖ f (y), f (x).

(77) If f is a dilatation andf (p) = p andq 6= p and p is a midpoint ofq, f (q) andL(p,x,y),
thenx,y ��‖ f (y), f (x).

(78) If f is a dilatation andf (p) = p andq 6= p and p is a midpoint ofq, f (q), then f is a
negative dilatation.

(79) If f is a dilatation andf (p) = p and for everyx holdsp,x ��‖ p, f (x), then for ally, z holds
y,z��‖ f (y), f (z).

14 The proposition (66) has been removed.
15 The proposition (68) has been removed.
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(80) If f is a dilatation, thenf is a positive dilatation and a negative dilatation.

We use the following convention:A2 denotes an affine space anda, b, c, d, d1, d2, x, y, z, t
denote elements ofA2.

Next we state two propositions:

(82)16 A2 is congruence space-like.

(83) Λ(O1) is a congruence space.

In the sequelf , g are permutations of the carrier ofA2.
Let us considerA2 and let us considerf . We say thatf is dilatation if and only if:

(Def. 10) f is a dilatation ofA2.

We introducef is a dilatation as a synonym off is dilatation.
We now state a number of propositions:

(85)17 f is a dilatation iff for alla, b holdsa,b ��‖ f (a), f (b).

(86) idthe carrier ofA2 is a dilatation.

(87) If f is a dilatation, thenf−1 is a dilatation.

(88) If f is a dilatation andg is a dilatation, thenf ·g is a dilatation.

(89) If f is a dilatation, then for alla, b, c, d holdsa,b ��‖ c,d iff f (a), f (b) ��‖ f (c), f (d).

(90) If f is a dilatation, then for alla, b, c holdsL(a,b,c) iff L( f (a), f (b), f (c)).

(91) If f is a dilatation andL(x, f (x),y), thenL(x, f (x), f (y)).

(92) If a,b ��‖ c,d, thena,c ��‖ b,d or there existsx such thatL(a,c,x) andL(b,d,x).

(93) If f is a dilatation, thenf = idthe carrier ofA2 or for everyx holds f (x) 6= x iff for all x, y holds
x, f (x) ��‖ y, f (y).

(94) If f is a dilatation andf (a) = a and f (b) = b and notL(a,b,x), then f (x) = x.

(95) If f is a dilatation andf (a) = a and f (b) = b anda 6= b, then f = idthe carrier ofA2.

(96) If f is a dilatation andg is a dilatation andf (a) = g(a) and f (b) = g(b), thena = b or
f = g.

(97) If notL(a,b,c) anda,b ��‖ c,d1 anda,b ��‖ c,d2 anda,c ��‖ b,d1 anda,c ��‖ b,d2, thend1 = d2.

Let us considerA2 and let us considerf . We say thatf is translation if and only if:

(Def. 11) f is a dilatation butf = idthe carrier ofA2 or for everya holdsa 6= f (a).

We introducef is a translation as a synonym off is translation.
Next we state several propositions:

(99)18 idthe carrier ofA2 is a translation.

(100) If f is a dilatation, thenf is a translation iff for allx, y holdsx, f (x) ��‖ y, f (y).

(102)19 If f is a translation andg is a translation andf (a) = g(a) and notL(a, f (a),x), then
f (x) = g(x).

16 The proposition (81) has been removed.
17 The proposition (84) has been removed.
18 The proposition (98) has been removed.
19 The proposition (101) has been removed.
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(103) If f is a translation andg is a translation andf (a) = g(a), then f = g.

(104) If f is a translation, thenf−1 is a translation.

(105) If f is a translation andg is a translation, thenf ·g is a translation.

Let us considerA2 and let us considerf . We say thatf is collineation if and only if:

(Def. 12) f is an automorphism of the congruence ofA2.

We introducef is a collineation as a synonym off is collineation.
Next we state three propositions:

(107)20 f is a collineation iff for allx, y, z, t holdsx,y ��‖ z, t iff f (x), f (y) ��‖ f (z), f (t).

(108) If f is a collineation, thenL(x,y,z) iff L( f (x), f (y), f (z)).

(109) Supposef is a collineation andg is a collineation. Thenf−1 is a collineation andf ·g is a
collineation and idthe carrier ofA2 is a collineation.

In the sequelA, C, K denote subsets ofA2.
Next we state several propositions:

(110) If a∈ A, then f (a) ∈ f ◦A.

(111) x∈ f ◦A iff there existsy such thaty∈ A and f (y) = x.

(112) If f ◦A = f ◦C, thenA = C.

(113) If f is a collineation, thenf ◦Line(a,b) = Line( f (a), f (b)).

(114) If f is a collineation andK is a line, thenf ◦K is a line.

(115) If f is a collineation andA // C, then f ◦A // f ◦C.

For simplicity, we adopt the following rules:A3 is an affine plane,A, K are subsets ofA3, p, x
are elements ofA3, and f is a permutation of the carrier ofA3.

The following propositions are true:

(116) If for everyA such thatA is a line holdsf ◦A is a line, thenf is a collineation.

(117) Supposef is a collineation andK is a line and for everyx such thatx∈ K holds f (x) = x
andp /∈ K and f (p) = p. Then f = idthe carrier ofA3.
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